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 Your vehicle's OBD . With this software you can check the functions of all OBD-related systems and diagnose possible
problems. With the most advanced OBD software you can perform an extended check of your vehicle's computer and decode

error codes and other possible trouble codes. USB CODE FINDER is a complete OBD software suite for the users who want to
troubleshoot a non-standard vehicle on a Windows or Macintosh computer. It can read and decode SAE J1850 OBD-II, MIL-
STD-1592B and MIL-STD-1704 standards OBD-II and J1850 DTCs as well as messages from AVL's SMBus protocol. USB

CODE FINDER automatically reads and decodes codes from various manufacturers such as Seat, Volvo, BMW, Ford, Mazda,
Lexus, Toyota, Porsche, Honda, Infiniti, Alfa Romeo, Chrysler, Chrysler, Dodge, Chevrolet, Opel, Holden, Land Rover,

Renault, Hyundai, Kia, Peugeot, Maserati, etc. and also supports the J1850 DTCs of a broad range of ECUs. The following are
the key features of the USB CODE FINDER software: The software can read all OBD-II error codes; The software can decode
a variety of manufacturer-specific messages from ECUs of numerous manufacturers such as Seat, Volvo, BMW, Ford, Mazda,

Lexus, Toyota, Porsche, Honda, Infiniti, Alfa Romeo, Chrysler, Chrysler, Dodge, Chevrolet, Opel, Holden, Land Rover,
Renault, Hyundai, Kia, Peugeot, Maserati, etc.; The software can detect most serious malfunction of an ECU and communicate

it to the user; The software includes a comprehensive J1850 DTC decoder, which will decode hundreds of J1850 and J1572
codes. You can also specify which codes are not decoded by the software; The software allows you to filter codes. For example,
the software will only show codes for new-car cars and, if you specify, it will show only codes associated with the engine; The

software allows you to search for the codes and filter them. You can also display codes only in certain folders; The software can
generate message logs for each module. If you specify which codes you want to be displayed, the software will generate logs for

the specified codes. The user 82157476af
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